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Almost all of us love to travel. We travel and meet new
people, the capacity to shoot great Segway excursions, also
let us not overlook the infinite numbers of Instagram
articles. However, the optimal/optimal portion is the new
dishes we come across on our journey. I want to discuss some
dishes which surprised me. These are Hip Hop Chicken in Krabi,
Thailand, and Chicken Smoothie in Bali, Indonesia.
Unique regions of the planet have lots of fresh tastes and
dishes you’ll not think about. From Exotic replicas of gelato
to unique acarajé, there’s some interesting to take to out.
The chances are infinite. Below are some excellent reasons why
food is a real cause of travel.
You find 24-hour food items you have never heard of before.
Hip Hop chicken has a unique taste of Cola and caffeine in
chicken wings. The greatest discovery is Chicken smoothie as
no one can think of a smoothie made from chicken. Another best
find in South East Asia is the 24-hour Food marts. The most
popular 24-hour food or grocery shops are “Seven-Eleven” and
“Family Mart.”

Traveling is fun for food lovers.
You will find many dishes once you travel out the U.S. Touring
someplace fresh unlocks your own eyes as well as your
preferences to some completely new assortment of authentic
taste foods and profiles that you’ll be passing up. The first

time I tried Hip Hop Chicken, I was overwhelmed.

CHICKEN SMOOTHIE
When you travel to INDONESIA, you realize more about the
famous pierogis, a standard Southeast dumpling packed with
assorted vegetables and meats. All these are a few of the
absolute most flavorful (and, of course, economic) factors you
will ever eat on your own life. But it is more than that.
CHICKEN SMOOTHIE was something I cherished at my last travel
to Bali. Finding brand new food while vacationing is a reason
to return once again to some country.
I found it when I tried a smoothie made from chicken stock
and strawberries and makes you feel; creativity can go miles.
While detecting new foods in a foreign land is excellent,
looking for a crazy food hunt is exciting. Foods from
different nations possess new taste compared to what we have
been eating in America. When I travel and find an interesting
dish, I try to grab the recipe. So in this article, I will be
discussing Hip Hop chicken and Chicken smoothie recipes. And
the 24-hour food concept shops in Southeast Asian cities.
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Therefore, trendy moving to another nation and visiting just
how far it is possible to share a civilization and precisely
what they appreciate only based on their foodstuff. Costa
Rica, for instance. The nation’s motto is” Pura Vida,” which
means” life” The united states and its people reveal that.
Their basic supper in Thailand are meals composed of rice or
noodles and the choice of beef, chicken, or fish, most of
which are incredibly brand new taste. This type of easy meal
truly is what a nation and civilization reveal: simplicity.
For this reason, it is possible to anticipate plenty of fish
and poultry, plenty of delightful good fresh fruit, rice, and
also never elsewhere. Let us know more about Hip Hop chicken.

Hip Hop Chicken recipe
Ingredients
6- 8 organic Free Range poultry wings
2 tsp water
one onion, sliced
Five celery stalks sliced
4 tsp of garlic, chopped
20 grams of galangal, roughly sliced
40 grams of cilantro
One tablespoon apple cider vinegar
1/2 teaspoon of sea salt
discretionary: 3 bay leaves, entire
50 ml of Coca Cola.
Refined flour 50 grams
Frying oil
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1. Mix all the ingredients in a mixing bowl and marinate it
overnight.
2. In a saucepan, start braising the chicken wings along
with the marinade.
3. Continue cooking till the chicken is 90 % cooked.
4. Take it out from the sauce. Reduce the sauce till it
reaches a sticky consistency. Strain the sauce and throw
away the vegetables.
5. In a frying pan, heat oil.
6. Take the chicken wings and dust flour so that they are
well coated.
7. Fry the chicken wings till they are crispy.
8. Toss with the sticky Hip Hop sauce and serve hot,
garnished with cilantro.
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Coriander and scallions (or green onions) are just two of the
most basic and essential herbs in Oriental cuisine. These
herbs help remove the raw meat’s terrible odor and then
include a sweet and subtle odor to the dish. It’s possible to
add chili pepper if you like it spicy Hip Hop Chicken. Chili
pepper has an identical impact on ginger and scallion.
Additionally, it adds a savory taste to balance the sweetness
of the Cola. The chicken is going to wind up with a sweet,
straightforward, and dull taste. It combines Chinese fashion
braising and Coca-Cola to make succulent fashion wings. It is
a very simple dish, but to make it perfect, 24-hour food ( the
raw chicken ) must stay in the refrigerator. I mentioned
overnight rather than 24-hour food marinating because some
don’t have so much patience to wait for such a lovely dish.

Meet new friends over a restaurant table
Food also enables you to meet new men and women. It’s almost
always trendy to hit a chat with a stranger at the dining
table about their dessert, which looks equally like the film
onto the menu. You can earn a brand new close friend and take
something brand new you could not have believed to take to.
Moving to some different region and seeking new dishes and
undergoing fresh tastes means that you have to come back up
with all these what to decide to try in your kitchen. It is
always good to learn new dishes and try the recipes at home.
Well, there are times where you may not get the right
ingredients in your town, but there are specialty 24 hours
food stores everywhere. They specialize in Asian readymade
sauces.

Chicken smoothie: Why is the
chicken stock used in a smoothie?
A wholesome body equals a wholesome gut. Your gut liner is
just one of the main hurdles to keep unwanted pests away from
your system. Sometimes we end up consuming heaps of antinutrients toxins and terrible bacteria that enter the human
system and hurt your digestive walls.
The damage could grow to such a level it turns to a” leaky
gut” syndrome, resulting in all types of medical problems like
digestive difficulties, migraines, autoimmune troubles, and
sometimes even depression.
But do you know what? Even the gelatin in poultry broth
corrects the bronchial coating in the intestine, resealing
restoring, and bowel health. Additionally, it prevents injury,
enhances digestion, and therapies persistent nausea.

Reduce Pain And Inflammations
Are you familiar with the word ‘glucosamine ?’ Glucosamine is
often referred to as a nutritional supplement to treat pain
and be prescribed for chronic joint diseases. Chicken smoothie
made from chicken broth has Glucosamine.

Anti Inflammatory Power-house
Chicken broth additionally enriches anti-inflammatory capacity
as a result of the Aminoacid glycine. Glycine is closely
linked to the immune and immune tract and an essential
foundation for most diverse acids that keep the human body
healthy. It can help the human system together with all the
usage of toxins and help break up fat!. Hip hop chicken and
chicken smoothie both will have the properties.

24 hours food therapy for Enhancing Skin, Hair &

Nails
Chicken broth works wonders for skin, nails, and hair because
of its pro-line -comprising gelatin. Pro-line is a foundation
in collagen creation and enables the construction of muscle
and skin tissues. Collagen is vital for keeping a healthy and
fresh-looking epidermis feel; however, it also helps in woundhealing procedures.

Improves Bone Growing And Repair
Chicken broth is full of minerals, especially calcium. Since
you slowly cook the bones, you’ll see they get weak and
crumbly. That is because most of those remarkable bonebuilding minerals are becoming absorbed into the fluid. Adding
something acidic into a bud before turning to heat will make
the most of the nutrient uptake. Thus we’ve comprised apple
cider vinegar from the recipe below.

How to cook the chicken stock for Chicken Smoothie
You throw everything (chicken bones, onion, carrot, celery,
garlic, leeks, trimmings from your herbs) in a massive pan
with some water and allow it to slow-cook to get a handful of
hours. You don’t need a recipe for this.

Chicken Smoothie Recipe
I saw and was amazed in Ubud, Bali, the frozen Chicken stock
cubes. They prepare the chicken stock in bulk and freeze it.
While making the Chicken smoothie, they take it out of the ice
trays and use it as required.

Ingredients
1/2 Cup Chicken broth ice
1 Little Frozen Banana
1/2 Cup Almond Milk

1/2 Cup Frozen Strawberries

METHOD
Put all the ingredients into a blender, and mix till smooth.
Enjoy!

24-hour food: Not a problem in
South East Asia
There are times when you need
store opening hours. It could
your wee hours of the next day
bathroom stuff, load credits,

something beyond the regular
be anything, and waiting for
is not an alternative. Food,
or even condoms. Some things

couldn’t wait up.
Should you happen to be in Thailand, this is not a problem
because 24-hour food and convenience stores are everywhere.
Almost every 50 meters, you’ll be able to see one anytime.
Some are even just adjoining or adjacent to one another.
However, if you want hip hop chicken, I don’t know if it is
available anywhere outside Krabi.
Back in my state, you are in deep trouble if you forget to buy
things you need until the store closes down for the afternoon.
You may find a person, but you would need to be downtown to
get what you want. Besides the distance, you need to be on the
lookout for thugs along the way. I remember one time. It
occurred late at night.
Going back to Thailand, you’ve got plenty of these stores
everywhere and therefore are virtually secure. Most of the 24hour food stores do not have some safety employees in any way.
I can name several stores that can help you with your issues
and are common to locate here:

24-hour food: Option 1
Seven-Eleven
These stores are just everywhere, even on the outskirts of
Thailand. Should you want a quick fix such as a snack, a meal,
or cheap java, this is the right spot to be.

24-hour food: Choice 2
Tesco
Contrary to 7/11, Tesco convenience stores are much more
concentrated on family needs rather than bites. If you’re
looking for broomsticks or even 5-kilo rice, you will find
them here.

24-hour food: Option 3
Family Mart
Similar, but not plenty of chains in contrast to 7/11. Some do
not have automatic doors that I believe pretty much classic in
comparison to their counterparts.

24-hour food: Option 4
Big C mini
This store is Tesco’s nemesis. I see them as both the unlikely
twins because they sell and supply the very same services. A
Thai set of companies owns big C while Tesco is founded in the
U.K.
If you are traveling in Asia, do try Hip Hop Chicken and
Chicken smoothie. Also, visit any 24-hour food shop at night.
It will be fun.

